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Summary 
 
Sylvia (nee Wejb) Fishman b.7/7/1925 in Warsaw, Poland to Orthodox family, middle of 5 
children, raised in grandfather's home; siblings Rachel, Hannah, David; public school, afternoon 
Hebrew study; 1937 enduring anti-Semitism, called names, father’s business stolen; fond 
memories of earlier Jewish holidays; father’s kind deeds; grandmother shot at Treblinka, 
grandfather died in ghetto, aunt’s husband “taken” from ghetto; disbelief reading newspaper 
(killings of German Jews); Zionist youth group; war breakout 1939 “bombs over our head”; 
bread lines; in finishing 8th grade, education stopped “had to stay home”; father began making 
soap-Sylvia got supply from slaughter house, father able to barter soap for food; family forced 
from home into ghetto, lived with sister’s in-laws, mother obtaining from Polish people, flour 
bags thrown to her in ghetto (chalk had been put in); winter cold/starvation “Dead people on 
street”; 1942 Czerniaków “killed himself because he couldn’t give up the children”; fleeing 
ghetto with friend (she was later "taken" in Auschwitz selection); Sylvia’s father forbade her 
from returning to ghetto; finding work on farm, told to not tell anyone she was Jewish “I didn’t 
look Jewish”; Dec 1942, returning to hometown, learning only two uncles & cousins survived; 
re-entering ghetto, finding only sadness, orphaned children; sheltering with cousins who were 
working, able to sneak in some food; Jan winter cold; seeing Jewish boys fighting in ghetto's 
uprising; hearing report of Jewish resistance in broom factory; report of Jewish hiding in 
sewers, drowning; cousins shot-Sylvia & uncle building fire for their cremation; cattle car 
deportation from Warsaw, no water, people dying, having to sit on deceased; selections; arrival 
to Majdanek, selections, enduring 25 lashes for moving in line, almost unconscious, someone 
gave her water; witnessing gallows hanging; Belgian Jewish girl who spoke German, able to 
survive as interpreter, escaped with Polish underground, captured, before committing suicide 
(with razor blade), she slapped SS; 1943 winter Auschwitz II-Birkenau, "Thinking we were going 
to die, taken to shower", clothes removed, head shaved, tattoo 48011, Block 26, SS Jewish 
Czech "good person because she saved a lot of people"; 1943 winter "took away a lot of 
people."; slave labor pulling grass, transferred to making belts; seeing people going into 
"crematories every day...the smell...ashes thrown on field for fertilizer”; “some SS helped” 
Jews; Kol Nidre prayer on Yom Kippur, "Everyone was crying."; in belt factory, "If you spoke to 
them (SS), they would kill you; Jan 1945, demolition of crematorium; transports arriving with 
Hungarian prisoners; Romanies placed in field, "next day gone"; women encouraging each 
other, placing hope in America; French, Greeks not as resilient "different than Polish Jews"; 
common knowledge in camp of "Hitler's plan to kill all Jews”; some Jews saying, “It's in the 
Torah," another belief in camp that “Polish were jealous of Jews' businesses”; Jan 1945 transfer 
to Czechoslovakia slave labor; 6am-6pm "where there was no crematorium...lot of Hungarians 
there"; falling very ill, having vivid dreams of family; May 8, 1945 Russian Army enters, "afraid 
to go out," crying after realization of liberation; went to Prague for few days then to hometown 
Poland; learning all family killed with exception of one cousin hidden by Polish family; 1946 met 
husband who survived Majdanek (1942), had been transferred to Buchenwald, death march 
out, he sought trial of murderer of one brother who had survived family shootings in forest; 
marriage; 1948 obtained visas to Sweden; with 1 yr. old son Ted, sea sickness/voyage to States, 
went to Chicago where husband's uncle was, “We didn't like it (US)."; birth of  two more sons 
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Glen & Harry; husband shot in their store, then stabbed in another robbery (survived); 
discussion on keeping kosher home; pride visiting Israel; impact on her children having survivor 
parents; grandchildren; joining New Citizens Club; sister Rachel, her baby's birth, both died at 
Treblinka; friend and her family who died from hunger; closing thoughts on Holocaust; 
photograph of Sylvia's family. 
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